
POLE ATTACHMENT PERMIT SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

To ensure licensee attachments conform with the requirements of Ontario Regulation 22/04 including
CSA Overhead Systems C22.3 No. 1 (latest version), Hydro Ottawa will require that submitted
applications include all information in the following checklists.

Permit Submission checklist for Wireline Permits:
Note: This includes small cell wireline attachment permits that show the fibre connection to each small
cell.

Non-linear analysis report stamped by a Professional Engineer
Construction drawings stamped by a Professional Engineer and with the correct Certificate of
Approval stamp (see Appendix A for more information). Both stamps are required on each
drawing sheet.
Survey notes (including pictures if available) at the end of each non-linear analysis report,
indicating which notes go with which pole

Permit Submission checklist for Wireless:
Note: This only refers to small-cell wireless attachment permits. Small cell wireless attachments must
have a valid agreement and design approved prior to permit application.

Non-linear analysis report stamped by a Professional Engineer (if a wireline permit will be
submitted for the same small-cell project, a non-linear analysis does not need to be submitted for
the wireless portion)
Construction drawings stamped by a Professional Engineer and with the correct Certificate of
Approval stamp (see notes section for more information). Both stamps are required on each
drawing sheet.
Wireless Attachment Construction Detail stamped by a Professional Engineer



The following guidelines outline what Hydro Ottawa checks during their permit review - it is
recommended to follow these guidelines to expedite the permit review process.

What we are checking:
Do the drawings and report match?

○ Scope of project (are all the poles in the drawings in the report, and vice versa)
○ Mounting heights
○ Pole heights
○ Pole classes
○ Pole nomenclature
○ Equipment attachments (transformers, streetlights, etc)

Do the report inputs match our assets records?
○ Examples of assets: pole heights, classes, pole nomenclature, equipment attachments,

conductor types
○ Conductor tensions
○ We recommend asking for this information prior to the permit submission to reduce

corrections and resubmissions. This information can be requested by emailing
ss-permits@hydroottawa.com.

Does the proposed attachment meet the following requirements of CSA 22.3 No. 1, as well as
conform with the following tables:

○ Table 2: Minimum vertical design clearances above ground or rails, ac
Note: The location of wires or conductors (over land/alongside road, etc) must be correct
as the vertical clearance will differ between scenarios.

○ Table 24: Minimum in-span vertical clearances between supply and communication
conductors

○ Table 23: Minimum vertical separations at a joint-use structure

Are the attachments located with the telecom corridor as specified in Hydro Ottawa Standards
OLS0001 - Clearances for Communication Attachments (see appendix B).

○ This standard will be applied to new attachments only, and will not apply to overlashing
on existing telecommunications lines. If a new attachment must be installed outside this
corridor, please provide reasoning as to why it cannot go inside the corridor.

○ As per HOL’s standard, a maximum of three strands shall be allowed to attach to the pole.
If there are already three strands attached, overlashing is allowed but must be coordinated
with the owner of the strand.

Is there make-ready work required?
○ Proposed anchors must be at least 1.5m from existing anchors in the same line angle from

the pole and must be shown on the drawings. If this cannot be maintained, please provide
reasoning for consideration.

○ Pole replacements will need to be reviewed by the design department, and premature
replacement of the pole shall be paid for by the telecom as per the agreement with HOL.

○ The analysis must include the pole without additional make-ready work as well as with
make-ready work to demonstrate that the pole will fail without it.
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Is there a safe limit of approach stamp included on the drawings for required poles:
○ As per the EUSR, this is recommended where an authorized worker is required to work

within 3m of an energized piece of equipment, including a transformer, primary
conductors, etc. See appendix C for more details.

Do the drawings match the current field conditions and interfere with proposed work, existing
equipment and Hydro Ottawa Operations?

○ Providing survey notes will reduce the likelihood of resubmission to occur for this
reason.

Does the proposed attachment threaten the health or safety of Hydro Ottawa employees,
contractors, or other permitted occupants of the poles?

○ Example: Small cell wireless clearances and shutoff switch

Other information that is being checked relating to pole attachments:
Note: These may not necessarily be related to a specific permit but could affect permit approval.

Is there a valid agreement with Hydro Ottawa for the type of attachment being requested (wireline
vs wireless)? If not, please contact: ss-permits@hydroottawa.com
Does the applicant have any outstanding pole transfers?
Does the applicant have any outstanding As-Built drawings?

○ Note: As-builts are due no later than 180 days after approval date - please send
as-built packages to ss-tranfers@hydroottawa.com

Does the applicant have any outstanding payments to Hydro Ottawa?
Are there any construction related correspondence that would affect this permit?

○ Flagging this will help expedite the permit and reduce the amount of back and forth.



Appendix A: Certificate of Approval Stamp

The following stamp must be affixed to every drawing sheet in a permit submission.



Appendix B: OLS0001 - Clearances for Communications Attachments



Appendix C - Safe Limits of Approach

Taken from the Electrical Utility Safety Rules book, 2019 Edition


